ADDENDUM NO. 2

The following clarifications, amendments, additions, deletions, revisions, and/or modifications are hereby made a part of the Contract Documents and change the original documents only in the manner and to the extent stated below:

DRAWINGS

ITEM No. 1  **Sheet M1.00 HVAC Floor Plans and Schedules**  
Delete sheet M1.00 in its entirety and substitute the attached M1.00 HVAC Floor Plans and Schedules revision noted B 2016-04-14 Addendum #2.

ITEM No. 2  **Sheet P1.00 Plumbing Floor Plans and Schedules**  
Delete sheet P1.00 in its entirety and substitute the attached P1.00 Plumbing Floor Plans and Schedules revision noted B 2016-04-14 Addendum #2.

ITEM No. 3  **Sheet E0.01 Electrical Legend and Schedules**  
Remove detail 5/E0.01 and its requirements. Also remove panel schedules for Panel E and Panel DC2 from the project.

ITEM No. 4  **Sheet E0.01 Electrical Legend and Schedules**  
All breakers indicated in Panel DC2 are to be relocated to existing panel J, which is located outside of “Existing Storage Room 135”, on the north wall of the room. Existing spare breakers in Panel H are to be removed to make room for new. Existing panel is Square D.NQ type, 225 A, three phase panel.

ITEM No. 5  **Sheet E1.01 Electrical Lighting and Power Plans**  
Delete new circuit, connections and breakers for water heater.

ITEM No. 6  **Sheet E1.01 Electrical Lighting and Power Plans**  
Revise panel for equipment tagged 1,2,16, 21a,21b to be Panel J.
ITEM No. 7  **Sheet E1.01 Electrical Lighting and Power Plans**
Delete circuit, connections, and breaker for Exhaust Fan in lab 04.

**End of Addendum No. 2**

**Attachments:**
- M1.00 HVAC Floor Plans and Schedules
- P1.00 Plumbing Floor Plans and Schedules